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As European patent professionals are all too aware, the Boards of Appeal of the EPO (BOA) have
a huge amount of power, particularly over the rights of patentees. In EPO opposition proceedings,
the BOA have the final say on whether to revoke a patent across all of the EPC contracting states.
This does not apply to parties opposing European patents at the EPO, who live to fight another day
in the form of national invalidity proceedings if they fail to persuade the BOA to revoke a patent.

In this light, it is with some concern that we attended the User consultation conference on the Rules
of Procedure of the Boards of Appeal (RPBA) held by the EPO in Munich yesterday, where the
latest draft RPBA was up for discussion.

The conference was opened by Roland Grossenbacher on behalf of the Boards of Appeal
Committee (BOAC) and Carl Josefsson, President of the BOA. Justice Colin Birss did a brilliant
job to moderate the conference and manage the sometimes critical contributions from the audience,
not shying away from sharing his own experiences as a UK judge and former barrister with the
audience. Marcus Müller gave an excellent presentation on case management aspects under the
new RPBA, before it was Mike Harrison’s turn to explain the procedural hardships provided in the
new rules to an audience that was not always amused by them. He recognised that he had drawn
the short straw with this assignment and valiantly defended the current draft.

It seems to us that the main purpose of the new RPBA is to make proceedings more efficient and
thus help the BOA clear their significant backlog. We are sceptical though whether the new RPBA
will actually achieve this aim and we are concerned that the main legacy of this draft will likely be
that the EPO system will be skewed even more in the favour of opponents, contrary to the principle
of “equally fair treatment” for parties to the appeal set out in G 9/91. Thus, while we welcome
many of the new rules of procedure and stand behind their general principles and ideas, we would
like to consider a few Articles in more detail in the following where we have concerns from a
patentee’s perspective.

Article 12(7)

New Article 12(7) is a first example of a rule change which will make life more difficult for
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patentees.

Periods specified by the Board may exceptionally be extended at the Board’s
discretion upon receipt of a written and reasoned request, presented before the expiry
of such period. The period referred to in paragraph 1(c) may not be extended.

The highlighted sentence is new and removes the discretion that the BOA presently has for
extending the response to the grounds of appeal. In our view, the removal of this discretion is not
only of little value in making BOA proceedings more efficient, but also systematically favours
opponents over patentees.

This is particularly so if a patent is opposed by a large number of opponents, all of whom appeal
the decision maintaining the patent. The patentee will then have only four months to respond to a
large number of different appeal cases, but under the proposed rule, the Board will have no
discretion to extend the period for response for the patentee. This will unfairly disadvantage the
proprietor.

When confronted with these objections at the User Conference by Heike Vogesang-Wencke on
behalf of epi and by this blogger, the panel consisting of eminent members of the RPBA drafting
committee and the BOAC took note and did at least not vigorously defend the current hard
deadline of four months. Both Heike and I submitted the proposal that if there are three or more
appellants, the respondent should be allowed a term of 6 months for the reply as of right. This
would have the advantage of being fairer to patentee as well as transparent and easy to apply. We
took some cautious comfort from the fact that the President of the BOA, Carl Josefsson, in his
closing statement mentioned this point again as one he had taken note of, together with
emphasizing the need of the RPBA to be balanced between opponents and patentees. Let us hope
that at least this hardship for patentees in multi-opponent proceedings will be mitigated in the final
version.

Article 13(1)

Any amendment to a party’s appeal case after it has filed its grounds of appeal or
reply is subject to the party’s justification for its amendment and may be admitted
only at the discretion of the Board.

Article 12, paragraphs 4 to 6, shall apply mutatis mutandis.

The party shall provide reasons for submitting the amendment at this stage of the
appeal proceedings.

The Board shall exercise its discretion in view of, inter alia, the current state of the
proceedings, the suitability of the amendment to resolve the issues which were
admissibly raised by the other party or parties in the appeal proceedings or which
were raised by the Board, whether the amendment is detrimental to procedural
economy, and, in the case of an amendment to a patent application or patent, whether
the party has demonstrated that any such amendment, prima facie, overcomes the
issues raised by the other party or parties in the appeal proceedings or raised by the
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Board and does not give rise to new objections.

Article 13(1) regulates the rights of parties to make amendments to their case after the grounds of
appeal and reply thereto has been filed. The amended article places more burden on patentees and
opponents alike to explain in more detail the reasons for the amendment to their cases. It is not
clear how this focus will increase the efficiency of the proceedings, as it seems to us to be more
likely to lead to longer submissions at this point in proceedings justifying any new aspect of the
case, with accompanying debates in oral proceedings and reasoning in the BOA’s final decisions
about whether such amendments are justified.

Furthermore, the underlined sentence puts an extra, and pretty unsettling, burden on the proprietor
that is not reflected in the requirements for the opponent. This new requirement may put the
applicant or proprietor in the rather difficult position of having to prove a negative, i.e. that the
amended claim does not give rise to new objections. The question is whether this means that the
patentee is supposed to identify and then refute any conceivable objection(s) against amendments
to the patent application or patent, even if those have not been raised or foreshadowed by the EPO
or the opponents.

When discussing this point at the User Conference, the panel seemed to us to be at pains to
emphasise that this amendment does not go as far and requires little more than a substantiation of
the new requests in the form of a short explanation as to why, e.g. an amendment based on the
description does not expand the scope of protection or introduce a lack of clarity. While we would
prefer to see the highlighted sentence removed from Article 13(1), we are not very optimistic that
this will happen and can only hope that case law will develop in line with panel’s generous
interpretation.

Article 13(2)

Any amendment to a party’s appeal case made after the expiry of a period specified
by the Board in a communication under Rule 100, paragraph 2, EPC or, where such a
communication is not issued, after notification of a summons to oral proceedings
shall, in principle, not be taken into account unless there are exceptional
circumstances, which need to be justified with cogent reasons by the party
concerned.

In our view, this article may also result in unfair treatment of the parties. For example, consider
proceedings where an opponent raises ten different added matter objections against a patent.
Judging several of the objections to be weak and in order not to burden the opposition division too
much and to comply with the requirement of the case law to file “convergent” auxiliary requests
(see T 565/07), the proprietor limits their requests to those dealing with the strongest objections,
and relies on argument alone for the weaker objections. The opposition division confirms
conformity with Art 123(2) EPC in its preliminary opinion and maintains the patent as granted.
Opponent appeals. To Patentee’s surprise, the Board indicates in the communication ahead of the
oral proceedings that one of the “weak” objections actually has merit. Even if an amendment exists
which easily overcomes this objection without raising any issues, according to the amended
paragraph the proprietor will only be able to file it in “exceptional circumstances” which are
justified with “cogent reasons”. It is doubtful from the rules and the explanatory remarks whether

https://www.epo.org/law-practice/case-law-appeals/pdf/t070565du1.pdf
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the original filing of a large number of objections by an opponent, which were not considered
relevant by the opposition division, would be deemed to be such an “exceptional circumstance”.

This problem only disadvantages the patentee, as there is no limit on the number of arguments and
objections an opponent can file and the patentee may have acted entirely in good faith and in line
with the principle of procedural economy by not filing a disproportionate number of auxiliary
request in the first instance. They also had no particular reason to do so in view of the positive
preliminary opinion and decision by the Opposition Division. Are patentees allowed to rely on
such preliminary opinions/decisions? Being threatened by the “very high burden” (Mike Harrison)
of having to justify “exceptional circumstances” by “cogent reasons”, it seems likely that
proprietors will respond to this simply by filing more requests in the first instance, to make sure
that all possible permutations of objections are dealt with by amendment. This particular rule may
therefore fail to increase procedural efficiency.

When the panel was questioned on this point in the User Conference, there did not seem to be
unanimous agreement on how the convergence requirement from the case law should be applied in
cases of multiple objections. The take home message for us was that the best approach for
patentees in this situation is simply to file multiple requests already in the first instance dealing
with all arguable objections raised.

Conclusion

The objectives of the RPBA drafting committee to provide rules that enhance procedural
efficiency, transparency, predictability and greater harmonization between the individual boards
are certainly commendable. The question is, though, whether the above amendments to the RPBA
will help to achieve these goals. Some attendees to the User Consultation conference expressed
doubts in this regard, based on the verifiable fact that the last round of RPBA amendments did also
not significantly contribute to more procedural efficiency. Time will tell whether and to what
extent the new rules will actually contribute to more procedural efficiency. In our personal view,
there is a limit to what procedural law can contribute to shorten the duration of appeal proceedings,
without compromising the parties’ right to be heard. The BOAs’ ongoing recruitment efforts,
which are supposed to be continued also in 2019 and 2020, are certainly much more valuable in
this regard. Despite the considerable backlog of 9200 cases, there is finally light at the end of the
tunnel!

The message in all of this for users of the EPO is clear: frontload cases before the EPO in
particular by filing requests dealing with all objections before the opposition division, and don’t
forget to review your appeal cases before these rules enter into force. As Nobel Laureate Bob
Dylan put it,

you better start swimmin’, or you’ll sink like a stone, for the times they are a-
changin’.

_____________________________
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To make sure you do not miss out on regular updates from the Kluwer Patent Blog, please
subscribe here.

Kluwer IP Law

The 2022 Future Ready Lawyer survey showed that 79% of lawyers think that the importance of
legal technology will increase for next year. With Kluwer IP Law you can navigate the
increasingly global practice of IP law with specialized, local and cross-border information and
tools from every preferred location. Are you, as an IP professional, ready for the future?

Learn how Kluwer IP Law can support you.
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